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After saving a woman from a serial killer who uses social
media to stalk his targets, Brooke Davenport seeks the
help of computer expert Luke Holloway in finding the
killer, but her attraction to Luke complicates her
investigation.
Sheriff Bree Taggert's downfall is part of a killer's
cunning design in #1 Amazon Charts and Wall Street
Journal bestselling author Melinda Leigh's novel of
murder, lies, and revenge. Called to an isolated farm to
check on an elderly widow, Sheriff Bree Taggert finds a
brutal double homicide. One of the victims is Eugene
Oscar, the bitter and corrupt former deputy she recently
fired. Working with criminal investigator Matt Flynn, Bree
discovers that she isn't the only one who had a troubling
history with Eugene. But someone doesn't want Bree
digging up the past. She becomes the target of a
stranger's sick and devious campaign calculated to
destroy her reputation, career, family, and new
relationship with Matt. To make matters worse, she's the
prime suspect in Eugene's murder. When her chief
deputy goes missing while investigating the case, Bree
refuses to back down. She won't let him become the next
victim. His life and her future depend on finding a killer
nursing a vengeful rage.
2014 Daphne du Maurier Award Finalist One by one,
people are mysteriously disappearing from a small Maine
town. Four months ago, a ruthless murderer killed two
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people and kidnapped three more, including Danny
Sullivan's sister, who barely escaped. Unfortunately so
did the killer, vanishing without a trace into the vast
wilderness. When the police fail to find his sister's captor,
Danny returns to Maine to hunt him down. He begins his
search with another survivor, bed and breakfast owner
Mandy Brown, but her refusal to cooperate raises
Danny's suspicions. What is the beautiful innkeeper
hiding? Mandy Brown has a secret. But sexy Danny
Sullivan, his relentless questions, and the desire that
simmers between them threaten to expose the truth. A
revelation that puts her family in danger. As more people
disappear, it becomes clear the killer is planning another
ritual...and that he's circling in on Mandy.
In hiding with her kids from an abusive husband with a
deadly secret, Elizabeth's hopes for refuge in a remote
Pennsylvania home take a surprising turn when the
owner mysterously dies and his nephew, Jack O'Malley,
takes over.
Eden faces a final reckoning when the cult's past victims
hunt them down in this explosive, high-stakes thriller in
the Sacramento series from New York Times bestselling
author Karen Rose. For decades, Eden has remained
hidden in the remote wilds of the Pacific Northwest,
“Pastor” keeping his cult's followers in thrall for his
personal profit and sexual pleasures. But the Founding
Elders are splintering, and Pastor's surrogate son DJ is
scheming to make it all his own. When two of Eden's
newest members send out a cry for help, it reaches FBI
Special Agent Tom Hunter, whose friend and fellow FBI
Special Agent Gideon Reynolds and his sister, Mercy,
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are themselves escapees of the Eden cult, targeted by
the Founding Elders who want them silenced forever.
The three have vowed to find the cult and bring it down,
and now, they finally have a solid lead. Neutralizing
Eden’s threat will save captive members and ensure
Tom’s new friends can live without fear. But when his
best friend, ex-Army combat medic Liza Barkley, joins
the case, it puts her life—and their blossoming love—in
danger. With everything they hold dear in the balance,
Tom and Liza, together with Gideon and Mercy, must
end Eden once and for all.
The #1 Amazon Charts bestselling series continues as
Morgan Dane and PI Lance Kruger investigate the
mysterious disappearance of a true-crime writer. When
true-crime writer Olivia Cruz disappears with no signs of
foul play, her new boyfriend, Lincoln Sharp, suspects the
worst. He knows she didn't leave willingly and turns to
attorney Morgan Dane and PI Lance Kruger to find her
before it's too late. As they dig through Olivia's life, they
are shocked to discover a connection between her
current book research on two cold murder cases and the
suicide of one of Morgan's prospective clients. As
Morgan and Lance investigate, the number of suspects
grows, but time is running out to find Olivia alive. When
danger comes knocking at their door, Morgan and Lance
realize that they may be the killer's next targets.
Morgan Dane's new client has blood on her hands--and
no recollection of what happened--as the #1 Amazon
Charts bestselling series continues. Haley Powell wakes
up covered in blood, with no memory of the night before.
When she sees a man lying in the backyard, stabbed to
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death, she has only one terrified thought: What have I
done? Agreeing to take the case as a favor to her PI
friend Lincoln Sharp, Morgan must scale a mountain of
damning circumstantial and forensic evidence to prove
her client innocent. Haley couldn't appear more guilty:
her bloodstained fingerprints are on the murder weapon,
and she has no alibi. But Morgan can't shake the feeling
that this shocked young woman has been framed.
Someone out there is hell-bent on sabotaging her
defense, targeting Morgan, her partner, and especially
Haley. Someone who will stop at nothing--and whose
next move will be deadly.
Introducing a Glock-carrying soccer mom in the series
debut that’s “everything a great thriller should be—action
packed, authentic, and intense” (Lee Child). A loving
mom and wife, dutiful daughter, consummate
professional, and kick-ass federal agent, Lucy Guardino
is living the perfect life in Pittsburgh as a Supervisory
Special Agent running the FBI’s Sexual Assault Felony
Enforcement squad. Until the day she comes up against
a predator more vicious and cunning than any she’s
ever tackled before, one who forces Lucy to choose
between the life of the young victim she is fighting to
save and her own daughter’s . . . and Lucy’s dream life
is shattered. Praise for CJ Lyons’ thrillers “A pulsepounding adrenalin rush!” —Lisa Gardner, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author “A high stakes adventure with
dire consequences.” —Steve Berry, New York
Times–bestselling author “Pulse-pounding suspense
and hair-raising chills.” —Susan Wiggs, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author “A compelling new voice in
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thriller writing . . . I love how the characters come alive
on every page.” —Jeffery Deaver, New York
Times–bestselling author
This book "renders the singular arc of a woman's life
through letters Mary-Louise Parker composes to the
men, real and hypothetical, who have informed the
person she is today. Beginning with the grandfather she
never knew, the letters range from a missive to the
beloved priest from her childhood to remembrances of
former lovers to an homage to a firefighter she
encountered to a heartfelt communication with the uncle
of the infant daughter she adopted"-In this gripping stand-alone from bestselling author Mary
Burton, an FBI agent must catch a copycat killer. The
only difference this time: she's the final victim. Catching
monsters helps FBI agent Kate Hayden keep her
nightmares at bay. Now an urgent call brings her back to
San Antonio, the scene of her violent past. A brutal new
murder shows hallmarks of a serial killer nicknamed the
Samaritan. Tricky part is, Kate already caught him. Either
Kate made a deadly error, or she's got a copycat on her
hands. Paired with homicide detective Theo Mazur, she
quickly realizes this murder is more twisted than it first
appeared. Then a second body is found, the mode of
death identical to a different case that Kate thought she'd
put behind her. Now Kate and Detective Mazur aren't
just working a homicide; the investigative pair is facing a
formidable enemy who knows Kate intimately. While
Mazur is personally trying to protect Kate, the closer they
are drawn to the killer, the clearer it becomes that in this
terrifying game, there is only one rule: don't believe
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everything you see...
"Curator Dr. Louisa Hancock left behind Maine and her
troubled past for a job at a prominent museum. Just
when it seems that Louisa's new life is safe from her
dark secrets, the body of a museum intern is found...And
when another intern goes missing, the abduction is
linked to the only man who has ever tempted Louisa's
heart...."--Cover p. 4.
After she returns to Pennsylvania to rebuild her family
horse farm, Rachel Parker discovers someone
vandalizing the property, leaving ominous warnings she
can't ignore.
Sheriff Bree Taggert is both hunter and hunted in #1
Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling
author Melinda Leigh's blood-freezing thriller of murder,
rage, and revenge. New sheriff Bree Taggert is called to
a shooting in a campground shuttered for the winter. But
she arrives to find a perplexing crime. There is no
shooter, no victim, and no blood. No one but Bree
believes the sole witness, Alyssa, a homeless teenager
who insists she saw her friend shot. Bree calls in former
deputy Matt Flynn and his K-9 to track the killer and
search for Alyssa's friend. They discover the battered
corpse of a missing university student under the ice in
Grey Lake--but it's not the victim they were looking for.
When two more students go missing and additional
bodies turn up, Bree must find the link between the
victims. She knows only one thing for certain: the
murders are fueled by rage. When Alyssa disappears,
Bree must race against time to find her before her
witness becomes another victim.
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The #1 Amazon Charts bestselling series continues as
Morgan Dane and PI Lance Kruger fight for the
innocence of a young murder suspect--if only they could
find him. When a retired sheriff's deputy is shot to death
in his home, his troubled teenage stepson, Evan,
becomes the prime suspect. Even more incriminating,
the boy disappeared from the scene of the crime.
Desperate to find her son, Evan's mother begs PI Lance
Kruger for help. She knows her son is innocent. Kruger
and defense attorney Morgan Dane want to believe that
too, but the evidence against the boy is damning. Just as
the trail goes cold, another deputy vanishes. His
shocking connection to Evan's stepfather throws the
investigation into chaos as Lance and Morgan fear the
worst...that Evan is the killer's new target. With so many
secrets to unravel, will Lance and Morgan find him
before it's too late?
The bestselling author of Close My Eyes returns with a
chilling psychological thriller. Julia has always been the
friend that Livy turns to when life is difficult. United fifteen
years ago by grief at the brutal murder of Livy's sister,
Kara, they've always told each other everything. Or so
Livy thought. So when Julia is found dead in her home,
Livy cannot come to terms with the news that she chose
to end her own life. The Julia that Livy knew was vibrant
and vivacious, a far cry from the selfish neurotic that her
family seem determined to paint her as. Troubled by
doubt but alone in her suspicions, Livy sets out to prove
that Julia was in fact murdered. But little does she realise
that digging into her best friend's private life will cause
her to question everything she thought she knew about
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Julia. And the truth that Livy discovers will tear the very
fabric of her own life apart.
Since the death of his twin brother, Oliver's caught
between pleasing his fans and finding himself. Emery
finds him first. Emery has never felt more alone. Raising
her daughter is both her pleasure and her pain as she
struggles to hold on to her job as a bartender and keep a
roof over their heads. With no one to help them?no
support system?any unexpected expense or late bill
could turn their whole world upside down. Reeling from
the death of his twin brother and bandmate, rock star
Oliver Smith is trying to drink his problems away.
Apparently he isn't very good at it; they follow him
wherever he goes. Also in hot pursuit are the paparazzi,
who catch Oliver at his lowest low. He could have walked
into any bar in California, but he walked into hers. Emery
helps Oliver lose the crowd, and they find themselves
alone: two people whose paths are marked with loss and
pain. However, they hold an unshakable hope for
healing. They find solace together, but can their love
withstand the world?

Wildlife biologist Mac Barrett avoided his hometown
of Scarlet Falls for years too many bad memories.
But when he receives the news that his father is
dying, he rushes home only to discover he s too late.
Shaken, Mac retreats to his remote cabin seeking
peace and solace. Instead, he crashes his jeep to
narrowly avoid running over the naked body of a
woman lying in the road. Even more disturbing,
when he regains consciousness, the body is gone.
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Police detective Stella Dane wants to believe Mac,
even if his story about the vanishing body seems farfetched. But when Mac s description matches the
missing woman she s been searching for, it raises a
disturbing question: "How does a dead body
disappear?" Mac and Stella will have to work
together to find the answer and catch a psychotic
kidnapper and quickly. The killer has a deadly
message to send, and the case is about to become
personal. "
From New York Times bestselling author Kristen
Callihan comes a charming, emotional romance
about redefining dreams and discovering unlikely
love along the way. Life for Emma isn't good. The
world knows her as Princess Anya on Dark Castle,
but then her character gets the axe--literally. The
cherry on top is finding her boyfriend in bed with
another woman. She needs a break, and sanctuary
comes in the form of Rosemont, a gorgeous estate
in California promising rest and relaxation. Then she
meets the owner's equally gorgeous grandson, exhockey player and current recluse Lucian Osmond,
and she sees her own pain and yearning reflected in
his eyes. He's charming when he wants to be but
also secretive and gruff, with protective walls as thick
as Emma's own. Despite a growing attraction, they
avoid each other. But then there's an impromptu
nighttime skinny-dip, and Lucian's luscious
homemade tarts and cream cakes start arriving at
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Emma's door, tempting her to taste life again... In
trying to stay apart, they only grow closer--and their
broken pieces just might fit together and make them
whole.
"Eleven years ago, the Co-ed Slayer murdered nine
female students on the Oregon State University
campus. Lacey Campbell barely escaped his attack,
but lost her best friend whose remains were never
found. As the sole surviving victim, Lacey helped
send the sadistic serial killer to prison for life. Now a
forensic odontologist examining teeth and bones for
the state Medical Examiner, Lacey is devastated
when she arrives at a crime scene and identifies the
skeletal remains as her college friend. The
remainsare discovered on the land of ex-cop Jack
Harper. Sparks fly between him and Lacey, even as
they realize that the prosecution's witnesses from a
decade ago are now being murdered one by one. All
the evidence points to the Co-ed Slayer as the
culprit, only, he's long since dead. So who's the new
killer? And is Lacey next in line to die? Golden Heart
finalist Kendra Elliot combines chilling suspense and
steamy romance in a gripping tale, uniting in-depth
forensic knowledge with a passion for thrillers. Setin
the snowy winter of Oregon, Hidden creates spinetingling chills-"After losing her husband in Iraq, former prosecutor
Morgan Dane returns to Scarlet Falls, seeking the
comfort of her hometown. Then her neighbor's son,
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Nick, is accused of murdering Morgan's babysitter.
Believing he's innocent, Morgan and Lance Kruger,
an ex-cop turned private eye, search for the real
killer. Uncovering secrets that rock the community,
they become targets"-The discovery of human remains unearths another
nightmare from Sheriff Bree Taggert's past in a bonechilling thriller by #1 Amazon Charts and Wall Street
Journal bestselling author Melinda Leigh. Twentyseven years ago, Sheriff Bree Taggert's father killed
her mother, then himself. Now Bree and her younger
brother, Adam, find human bones on the grounds of
their abandoned family farm. The remains are those
of a man and a woman, both murdered in the same
horrible way. When the investigation determines the
murders occurred thirty years ago, Bree's dead
father becomes a suspect, forcing Bree to revisit the
brutal night she's spent most of her life trying to
forget. The only other suspect is an unlikely squatter
on the Taggert farm who claims to know secrets
about Bree's past. When he mysteriously disappears
and Bree's niece is kidnapped, the cold case heats
up. Bree has stoked the rage of a murderer who'll do
anything to keep his identity--and motives--a secret.
To protect everyone she loves, Bree must confront a
killer.
A Wall Street Journal bestseller. Sheriff Bree
Taggert is blindsided by a killer's devious plan in
number one Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal
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bestselling author Melinda Leigh's novel of
escalating shock and suspense. When Sheriff Bree
Taggert discovers the body of a young woman
floating near the bank of the Scarlet River, a note in
her abandoned car suggests suicide. The autopsy
reveals a different story. Holly Thorpe was dead long
before she dropped off the bridge and hit the water.
As Bree and her investigator Matt Flynn delve into
the case, secrets in Holly's personal life complicate
their efforts to solve the murder. Holly left behind a
volatile marriage, an equally divisive relationship with
her sister, and an employer whose intimate
involvement with Holly was no secret. Each one has
a motive for murder. When Holly's sister is terrorized
by a stalker's sick prank, and the prime suspect turns
up dead, everything Bree was sure of is upended
and her case goes off the rails. When the killer
strikes close to home, Bree and Matt must race to
solve the murders before one of their own becomes
the next victim.
FBI special agent Mercy Kilpatrick has been waiting
her whole life for disaster to strike. A prepper since
childhood, Mercy grew up living off the land--and off
the grid--in rural Eagle's Nest, Oregon. Until a
shocking tragedy tore her family apart and forced her
to leave home. Now a predator known as the cave
man is targeting the survivalists in her hometown,
murdering them in their homes, stealing huge
numbers of weapons, and creating federal suspicion
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of a possible domestic terrorism event. But the crime
scene details are eerily familiar to an unsolved
mystery from Mercy's past. Sent by the FBI to assist
local law enforcement, Mercy returns to Eagle's Nest
to face the family who shunned her while maintaining
the facade of a law-abiding citizen. There, she meets
police chief Truman Daly, whose uncle was the cave
man's latest victim. He sees the survivalist side of
her that she desperately tries to hide, but if she lets
him get close enough to learn her secret, she might
not survive the fallout...
His name was Parnell Perkins, and until shortly after
midnight, he'd been a claims adjustor for California
Fidelity. Then someone came along and put paid to
that line of work. And to any other. Parnell Perkins
had been shot at close range and left for dead in the
parking lot outside California Fidelity's offices. To the
cops, it looked like a robbery gone sour. To Kinsey
Millhone, it looked like the cops were walking away
from the case. She didn't like the idea that a
colleague and sometime drinking companion had
been murdered. Or the idea that his murderer was
loose and on the prowl. It made her feel exposed.
Vulnerable. Bibianna Diaz was afraid for her life. If
there was one thing she knew for sure, it was that
you didn't cross Raymond Maldonado and live to tell
the tale. And Bibianna had well and truly crossed
him, running out on his crazy wedding plans and
going into hiding in Santa Teresa--light years away
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from the Los Angeles barrio that was home turf to
Raymond and his gang. Now she needed money to
buy time, to make sure she'd put enough space
between them. And the quickest way she knew to
get money was to work an insurance scam--just like
the ones Raymond was running down in L.A. The
trouble was, Bibianna picked California Fidelity as
her mark. And it wasn't long before her name
surfaced in one of Parnell Perkins's open files and
Kinsey was on her case. But so, too, was her
spurned suitor, Raymond Maldonado. He had a rap
sheet as long as his arm, a hair-trigger temper that
was best left untested, and an inability to take no for
an answer. He also had Tourette's syndrome, which
did nothing to smooth out the kinks in his erratic and
often violent behavior. All in all, Raymond
Maldonado was not someone to spend a lot of time
hanging out with. Unfortunately for Kinsey, she didn't
have a lot of choice in the mater. Not after the lovesick Raymond kidnapped Bibianna. Like it or not,
Kinsey was stuck babysitting Bibianna along with
Raymond and his macho crew. You might say she
was a prisoner of love. It may be Kinsey Millhone's
most complicated and risk-filled case. It certainly is
Sue Grafton's wittiest venture into low-life crime. It's
"H" is for Homicide, and it confirms yet again that
Kinsey Millhone is "a wonderful character, tough but
not brutish, resourceful and sensitive, a fit knight to
walk those mean streets with her male
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predecessors" (the Los Angeles Times) and that Sue
Grafton is "a heads-up delight" (Detroit News). "A" Is
for Alibi "B" Is for Burglar "C" Is for Corpse "D" Is for
Deadbeat "E" Is for Evidence "F" Is for Fugitive "G"
Is for Gumshoe "H" Is for Homicide "I" Is for Innocent
"J" Is for Judgment "K" Is for Killer "L" is for Lawless
"M" Is for Malice "N" Is for Noose "O" Is for Outlaw
"P" Is for Peril "Q" Is for Quarry "R" Is for Ricochet
"S" Is for Silence "T" Is for Trespass "U" Is for
Undertow "V" Is for Vengeance "W" Is for Wasted
"X"
A serial killer terrorizing the women of Sacramento
meets his match in this pulse-pounding novel from New
York Times bestselling author Karen Rose. There is a
serial killer on the loose, preying on vulnerable women.
The only identifiable mark the killer leaves are
letters—sometimes one, sometimes two—all carved into
the torsos of his victims. Together they spell “Sydney.”
When he grabs Daisy Dawson, he believes he has found
his next victim. But despite her small stature, she fights
back with an expertise that quickly frees her. Before
fleeing the scene, Daisy also manages to grab what
proves to be crucial evidence: a necklace from around
the killer’s neck. The necklace is more than a trivial
item—it is a link to a cold case that Special Agent Gideon
Reynolds has been tracking for seventeen years. With
Daisy’s help, Gideon finally has the opportunity to get
closer to the truth than ever before. But they might not
get the chance, as the serial killer has a new target:
Gideon and Daisy.
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Three sisters' secrets collide in a shocking novel of
suspense by the Wall Street Journal and Amazon Charts
bestselling author of the Mercy Kilpatrick series. Twenty
years ago Emily Mills's father was murdered, and she
found his body hanging in the backyard. Her younger
sister, Madison, claims she was asleep in her room. Her
older sister, Tara, claims she was out with friends. The
tragedy drove their mother to suicide and Tara to leave
town forever. The killer was caught. The case closed.
Ever since, Emily and Madison have tried to forget what
happened that night--until an eerily similar murder brings
it all back. It also brings FBI special agent Zander Wells
to the Oregon logging town. As eager as he is to solve
the brutal double slaying, he is just as intrigued with the
mystery of Emily's and her sisters' past. When more
blood is shed, Zander suspects there's a secret buried in
this town no one wants unearthed. Is it something Emily
and Madison don't know? Or aren't telling? And Tara?
Maybe Emily can't bear to find her. Because when Tara
disappeared, she took a secret of her own with her.
#1 New York Times Bestseller A touching, funny, heartwrenching, and triumphant memoir from one of the
biggest names in radio, the host of The Bobby Bones
Show, one of the most listened-to drive time morning
radio shows in the nation. Growing up poor in Mountain
Pine, Arkansas, with a young, addicted mom, Bobby
Estell fell in love with country music. Abandoned by his
father at the age of five, Bobby saw the radio as his way
out—a dream that came true in college when he went on
air at the Henderson State University campus station
broadcasting as Bobby Bones, while simultaneously
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starting The Bobby Bones Show at 105.9 KLAZ.
Bobby’s passions were pop, country music, and
comedy, and he blended the three to become a
tastemaker in the country music industry, heard by
millions daily. Bobby broke the format of standard
country radio, mixing country and pop with entertainment
news and information, and has interviewed some of the
biggest names in the business, including Luke Bryan,
Taylor Swift, Blake Shelton, Tim McGraw, Lady
Antebellum, and Jason Aldean. Yet despite the glamour,
fame, and money, Bobby has never forgotten his roots,
the mom and grandmother who raised him, the work
ethic he embraced which saved him and encouraged him
to explore the world, and the good values that shaped
him. In this funny, poignant memoir told in Bobby’s
distinctive patter, he takes fans on a tour of his road to
radio. Bobby doesn’t shy away from the curves he
continues to navigate—including his obsessivecompulsive disorder—on his journey to find the happiness
of a healthy family. Funny and tender, raw and honest,
Bare Bones is pure Bobby Bones—surprising,
entertaining, inspiring, and authentic.
A fate worse than death . . . Bastien Cabarro survived
the brutal slaughter of his entire family only to have his
wife pin their murders on him. Made Ravin by The
League, he is now a target for their assassins-in-training
to hunt and kill. The average life expectancy for such
beings is six weeks. But defying the odds is what this
Gyron Force officer does best, and Bastien won’t rest
until he lays his betrayers in their graves. Ten years
later, he has one chance to balance the scales of justice,
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provided he relies on his former wingman— the very
sister of the woman who testified against him. Major
Ember Wyldestarrin joined the outlaw Tavali the day
Kirovar fell into the hands of a tyrant, and she and her
sister-team were left on an outpost to die under the
barrage of enemy fire. The last thing she wants is to be
involved in politics again. But the one thing she wants
more than anything is revenge on the tyrant who
murdered her parents and forced her and her sisters into
exile. Carrying a secret she knows Bastien will annihilate
her over, she must find some way to trust her former
wingman before he catches on and kills her. Even so,
treachery doesn’t come easy to a woman who took a
loyalty oath to protect her homeworld and comrades-inarms, especially when Bastien is much more to her than
just a former wingman. Yet as she tries to do right for her
family, she learns that Bastien doesn’t just hold the key
to the fate of Kirovar, he is vital to The Sentella-League
war, and to The Tavali. If she doesn’t ensure he
survives this mission, three nations fall, and time for all of
them is quickly running out.
Years ago, in the town of Saxon Falls, young Kelsey
Willard disappeared and was presumed dead. The
tragedy left her family with a fractured life--a mother out
to numb the pain, a father losing a battle with his own
private demons, and a sister desperate for closure. But
now another teenage girl has gone missing. It's ripping
open old wounds for the Willards, dragging them back
into a painful past, and leaving them unprepared for
where it will take them next. Bureau of Criminal
Investigation agent Mark Foster has stumbled on
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uncanny parallels in the lives of the two missing girls that
could unlock clues to a serial killer's identity. That means
breaking down the walls of the Willards' long-guarded
secrets and getting to a truth that is darker than he
bargained for. Now, to rescue one missing girl, he must
first solve the riddles that disappeared with another:
Kelsey Willard herself. Dead or alive, she is his last
hope.
Tabloid photographer Jayne Sullivan and detectiveturned-handyman Reed Kimball join forces after two
hikers disappear from their Maine hometown.
Includes an excerpt for Griffin's next novel (pages
319-328).
Young mother Chelsea Clark leaves the house for a girls'
night out . . . and vanishes. Her family knows she would
never voluntarily leave her two small children. Her
desperate husband -- also the prime suspect -- hires
attorney Morgan Dane to find his wife and prove his
innocence.
For more than twenty-five years, Philadelphia homicide
detective Bree Taggert has tucked away the nightmarish
childhood memories of her parents' murder-suicide . . .
Until her younger sister, Erin, is killed in a crime that
echoes that tragic night: innocent witnesses and a
stormy marriage that ended in gunfire. There's just one
chilling difference. Erin's husband, Justin, has vanished.
Burned out defense attorney Joe Dillard, against his
better judgment, takes the case of Angel Christian, a
waitress in a strip club, who is accused of stabbing a
preacher to death in a Tennessee motel--a case that is
linked to his own deeply troubled sister and a vindictive
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detective. Original.
After corporate attorney Hannah Barrett tries—and
fails—to stop a kidnapping in Vegas, she can't shake the
haunting image of the terrified young girl she couldn't
save. She tells herself that a visit to her hometown in
Scarlet Falls could be a welcome distraction. But soon,
Hannah realizes the kidnappers have all the info they
need to track her every move. And when chilling e-mails
about the victim appear in her inbox, it's frighteningly
clear what happened in Vegas has followed her home.
Eight months after a terrible family tragedy, Hannah
turns to Detective Brody McNamara once again. Brody is
eager to help, though he's embroiled in the investigation
of a brutal murder. But the closer they work together, the
stronger their feelings grow…and the more they stand to
lose when two seemingly unrelated, but equally deadly,
cases collide. Minutes to Kill is the pulse-racing second
novel in bestselling author Melinda Leigh's Scarlet Falls
series.
In a new series from Wall Street Journal bestselling
author Melinda Leigh, former prosecutor Morgan Dane
faces the most personal—and deadly—case of her lifetime.
After the devastating loss of her husband in Iraq, Morgan
Dane returns to Scarlet Falls, seeking the comfort of her
hometown. Now, surrounded by family, she’s finally
found peace and a promising career opportunity—until
her babysitter is killed and her neighbor asks her to
defend his son, Nick, who stands accused of the murder.
Tessa was the ultimate girl next door, and the community
is outraged by her death. But Morgan has known Nick for
years and can’t believe he’s guilty, despite the damning
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evidence stacked against him. She asks her friend Lance
Kruger, an ex-cop turned private eye, for help. Taking on
the town, the police, and a zealous DA, Morgan and
Lance plunge into the investigation, determined to find
the real killer. But as they uncover secrets that rock the
community, they become targets for the madman hiding
in plain sight.
While fighting in Afghanistan, Major Grant Barrett
receives devastating news: his brother and sister-in-law
have been murdered in Scarlet Falls, the sleepy suburb
of Grant's youth. Emotionally scarred from war, the
career soldier returns home on emergency leave to
temporarily care for his orphaned nephew and niece. But
when someone tries to kidnap the kids and their teenage
babysitter, Grant knows it's not a random act...and
neither were the murders. Already devastated by her
neighbors' violent deaths, Ellie Ross is shattered by the
attempted abduction of her teenage daughter so she
desperately turns to Grant for help. As they navigate a
deadly search for the truth, they struggle with growing
feelings for each other and Grant's impending return to
deployment. But time is running out. The killer is growing
bolder by the hour, and Ellie and Grant must find him
before the children become his next victims. Bestselling
author Melinda Leigh delivers another gritty mystery
simmering with spine-tingling passion in this first Scarlet
Falls novel.
Private investigator Lance Kruger was just a boy when
his father vanished twenty-three years ago. Since then
he's lived under the weight of that disappearance--until
his father's car is finally dredged up from the bottom of
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Grey Lake. It should be a time for closure, except for the
skeleton found in the trunk. A missing person case gone
cold has become one of murder, and Lance and attorney
Morgan Dane must face the deadly past that's risen to
the surface. For Lance, the investigation yields troubling
questions about a man he thought he knew. But
memories can play dirty tricks. For Morgan, uncovering
each new lie comes with a disquieting fear that someone
is out there watching, because someone is killing every
witness tied to this decades-old crime. Morgan and
Lance follow in the shadows of a relentless killer and
walk right into the cross fire.
In the still shadows of the confessional, the penitent
kneels and makes a bone-chilling disclosure: 'Bless me,
Father, for I will sin.' Slowly, tauntingly, the man
describes his murderous past - how he stalked his victim,
worked his way into her life, and then took that life in a
violent rage - and his plan to kill again. Only this time, he
has raised the stakes in his twisted game, daring
authorities to catch him if they can. This time, he has
revealed the name of his next intended victim. 'I'm a
heartbreaker. And I do so love a challenge.' Agent Nick
Buchanan has come face-to-face with society's worst
monsters and depraved minds in his work for one of the
FBI's most elite units. He's about to take a much-needed
vacation from his high-stress job, when he's called on to
stop the killer who has mockingly confessed to the
deadly crime he's going to commit. Nick can't refuse - for
this time the threat has hit close to home. The intended
victim is his best friend's sister. Soon he is caught up in
an intricate chase with one of the most devious
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psychopaths of his career - in a case that suddenly,
unexpectedly, pulls him in like no other.
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